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REMEMBERING BURKHARD VOGTHERR

This book is dedicated to the memory of Burkhard Vogtherr. A cherished friend and 

phenomenal designer, Burkhard was a mainstay of design inspiration for Davis Furniture for 

decades. 

Burkhard’s most recent and final product with Davis was the M75 Executive Chair, released in 

2019. In celebration of Davis’s 75th anniversary, the M75 was a result of years of collaboration 

between Burkhard and Jonathan Prestwich with Davis Furniture. A fitting conclusion to this 

dynamic 30+ year relationship, M75 was a reimagining of Burkhard’s very first design with 

Davis, the Motion Chair.

Through the years, Burkhard designed many classic Davis pieces. Over three decades of 

partnership, stand-out designs included the Motion Chair, the iconic Webb Series, Modo, 

Lucid and the newly introduced M75 Chair. Vogtherr won many awards for his designs over 

the years, and his work included partnerships with Fritz Hansen, Rolf Benz, Cappellini, Arco, 

Klöber and Arflex.

Burkhard was not only an inspiring designer, he was a close friend to the Davis family for 

many years. He will be deeply missed by Davis Furniture, the Davis family and by all those 

who knew him.
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BURKHARD VOGTHERR
Germany 

“The best jobs in the world need your 

head, your heart, and your hands.”

JEHS+LAUB
Germany 

“To make the future, we must watch 

the present and remember the past.”

JONATHAN PRESTWICH
United Kingdom 

“Most of the questions asked of 

design have already been answered 

in nature.”

JUSTUS KOLBERG
Germany 

“I design with sensitive intelligence to 

innovate elegance.”
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MARKUS DÖRNER
Germany 

“My designs take two directions. One 

seems to have always been there, like 

a good friend. The other incorporates 

stunning details that grab your 

attention. With both, function is a 

must.”

MARIO FERRARINI
Italy 

“Balance is a principle goal in my 

global concept. My products are a 

result of the technical, aesthetic and 

functional solutions I use in designing 

them.”

WOLFGANG C.R. MEZGER
Germany 

“Design is our contribution to make 

people happy because people who 

are happy stand for freedom, peace, 

culture, and tolerance. We hope this 

helps to make our world better in the 

future.”

LUCIDIPEVERE
Italy 

“We are constantly seeking the 

correct aesthetic expression of the 

material and the technology with 

which we are working; in search of 

the right balance between traditional 

wisdom and industrial production.”

D E S I G N E R S
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LIGHTWORK by jonathan prestwich

LightWork is a multi-use chair that provides innovative solutions to the ever-changing 

workplace. A result of years of collaboration between Jonathan Prestwich and Davis 

Furniture, LightWork adapts to the user through a patent pending mechanism integrated 

within the molded foam seat. Combining instant comfort with a casual aesthetic, the 

molded plastic shell utilizes inner and outer components that work together to provide 

a gentle recline and support the user’s natural movement. Shown with the Q6 Table 

(right). 
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SOMOD by jehs+laub

Inspired by the organic forms of the Soft Lounge Collection, SoMod is a showpiece 

of modern design featuring sculpted edges and continuous lines. Bringing a casual 

comfort to its tailored silhouette, SoMod prioritizes relaxed lounging through a low 

profile and generous seat depth. This modular lounge’s modest collection of seating 

elements includes backed, backless and arm pieces that gang together to connect in a 

limitless anthology of designs. Shown with the Cova Lounge and Hans Stool (left) and 

the Hue Storage and Sticks Coat Rack (below). 
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ARIEL by mario ferrarini

Ariel embodies a minimalist approach to design with a focus on its form and functionality. 

A result from the first collaboration between Mario Ferrarini and Davis Furniture, this 

multi-use chair’s design is forged from steel and then refined with wood components 

on the back and seat. Ariel’s design features unique, subtle tapering on the seat back 

and legs which add a sense of modern playfulness that is impossible to overlook. 

Shown with the Q6 Table (below) and the Inform Table (right). 
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DISC by jehs+laub

Lightweight in scale and proportion, the Disc Collection is comprised of ottomans, 

stools and barstools. Rounded upholstered tops feature a stitch detail that mirrors the 

eye-catching base design. Through a balance of simple and complex geometries, Disc 

provides designers with a versatile and highly durable product ready to succeed within 

any application. Shown with the Codi Chair (left) and the Ginkgo Wire Table (left and 

below). 
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JP LOUNGE by jonathan prestwich

JP Lounge is a comprehensive modular seating collection inspired by how people 

work today. Addressing the individual’s various needs through a tailored aesthetic 

and unique design philosophy, JP Lounge’s subdivided upholstery and tables help 

provide defined space for the end user within open offices, lounges and workspaces. 

Shown with the Q6 Laptop Table (left and below) and the Hue Storage (below). 
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Q6 TABLES by jonathan prestwich

The new Q6 Tables extend the possibilities of the versatile Q6 Lounge Collection. This 

stylish and highly functional offering now ranges from nesting occasional to bar height 

and includes a variety of shapes and sizes that support casual working within any 

modern interior. Shown with the Q6 Ottoman and Leaf Coat Hooks (left).



GINKGO ROPE by jehs+laub

Ginkgo Rope is a fresh iteration of the classic Ginkgo chair. Compatible for indoor or 

outdoor settings, this new creation includes a chair, barstool and lounge. Each hand-

woven piece is constructed of marine grade durable polyester rope and is offered in 

7 collection specific colors. Ginkgo Rope further expands the universality of Ginkgo’s 

emblematic design for commercial, hospitality and even residential interiors. Shown 

with the Ginkgo Wire Table (right).
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RHO by LucidiPevere

Rho ottomans embody casual, sculptural design. Its natural form is comprised of soft, 

fluid shapes that have a calm yet playful appearance which help create a relaxed 

atmosphere in the ever-changing workplace. A versatile palette from which to build 

upon, these ottomans adapt to many different applications ranging from defining areas 

within a public space to establishing creative hubs in an open-plan office. Shown with 

the Lift Table and Dots Coat Hooks (right).
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BRACE by jehs+laub

Brace seamlessly blends the technological precision of modern design with a celebration 

of solid wood’s unique, natural characteristics. Ranging in size and shape from small 

meeting to large conference tables, Brace asserts itself as an anchoring visual in any 

interior from contract to residential. Shown with the Hue Storage (left) and the Sachet 

Chair (left and below). 
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KAYO by jonathan prestwich

Kayo is a reinterpretation of the classic bent plywood chair. It explores the potential of 

this time-tested material while defining its own unique aesthetic. Through a marriage of 

soft curves and strong geometry, Kayo’s striking form is comprised of a sculptural bent 

plywood shell supported by a distinctly architectural base. Shown with the Luca Table 

(below) and the Inform Table (right). 
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M75 by vogtherr + prestwich

M75’s design is centered on the idea of removing distractions – intellectually and 

visually – by utilizing a concealed mechanism in which the user acts as a counterweight 

for the movement of the seat. The result is an intuitive design which functions like a 

highly customizable task chair with the sophistication of a modern executive chair. 

Shown with the Mez Table (below) and the Brace Table (right).
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SACHET EXECUTIVE by jehs+laub

Sachet Executive represents a new generation of seating with an innovative seat suspension 

system and flexible back construction providing long-lasting comfort and durability. Dominated 

by soft forms, finely tailored upholstery details and a sophisticated style, Sachet Executive 

offers restructured comfort and style within any interior. Shown with the Luca Table and Dots 

Coat Hook (left).
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LINQ by jonathan prestwich

With flowing shapes inspired by nature and materials chosen specifically for comfort, Linq is a 

chair that compliments how we live and work. Linq’s design is centered around a mechanism that 

follows the body’s natural movement. This user-centric design delivers increased flexibility and 

dynamic support for all-day use. Linq is available in a variety of knit colors or fully upholstered. 

Shown with the Sticks Coat Rack, Q6 Table and Hue Storage (right).
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GINKGO CONFERENCE by jehs+laub

The thoughtfully sculpted silhouette of the Ginkgo Conference chairs mimics the clean 

aesthetic of the original Ginkgo chair but from a unique new perspective. Available 

in mid and high back, the elegant curvature of the design is showcased with an 

exposed veneer shell and upholstered inner seat. Shown with the Luca table (left).
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SOLA by justus kolberg 

Sola embodies a truly minimalistic style, enhancing conference spaces and executive 

offices alike. This design possesses a distinctive, sculptural form marked by the dramatic 

use of angles and uninterrupted lines. The Sola executive line includes mid and high 

back seating styles with options of exposed veneer shells and additional padding for 

ultimate comfort. Shown with the A-Table (right).
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CLOUD by wolfgang c.r. mezger 

Cloud combines luxurious comfort with an elegant aesthetic to create a chair that 

instantly and effortlessly enhances the working environment. Implementing a new level 

of repose to the modern office, Cloud’s seat and back are a blend of down, feather and 

polyester fiber cushions. Shown with the Inform Table and Hue Storage (left).
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BODY by burkhard vogtherr

Body is a collection of executive chairs defined by clean European styling and active 

ergonomics. This highly customizable chair is available with three arm styles and two back 

heights in either in a hand-woven webbing or simply fully upholstered. Shown with the TIX 

Conference Table and TIX Storage (right).
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A-TABLE by jehs+laub

The A-Table is an ideal working table for any high-use space from training rooms and 

cafés to seminar and conference rooms. This versatile collection contains options such 

as a stackable, easy to operate, folding table (left) or a stationary conference table 

(below). This highly-functional table is characterized by its sleek, sophisticated design. 

Its striking A-frame base pairs perfectly with the A-Chair and offers designers a seamless 

solution to any workplace interior. Shown with the A-Chair (left) and the M75 Executive 

and Hue Storage (below).



TECHNIQ by jonathan prestwich

Prioritizing sleek form and practical functionality; Techniq is a line of training tables 

offering a variety of options for the modern workspace. This highly flexible multipurpose 

table is both extremely versatile and reconfigurable. Techniq is available in a range 

of widths, lengths and shapes, including semi-circles, trapezoids and quarter-round 

joining tables. All these options make for a collection perfectly suited for any working 

application. Shown with the Linq Chair (below and right) and the Hue Storage (right).
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INFORM by davis design team

Inform’s relaxed, residential design brings a casual softness to commercial interiors. 

Supporting the ways in which we work and function, Inform offers highly flexible, 

adaptable options for power solutions and accessory storage. This collection ranges 

from occasional, café, conference and bar height tables, and even includes bench 

seating. From boardroom to dining, this versatile collection offers solutions for any 

environment. Shown with the Sachet Chair (left) and the A-Chair (below).
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X2 by dante bonuccelli

X2 is a table collection that unites intelligent design with aesthetic pleasure. Lathe-turned 

wood elements are joined by cast steel nodes that support the beautifully finished solid 

wood top. X2 is a perfect combination of intricate design, stunning natural materials and 

quality craftsmanship. Shown with the Hue Storage (below) and the Sachet Chair (right).
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TIX by dante bonuccelli

Crafted from solid wood by European artisans, the TIX Collection was designed to create a 

strong, architectural presence that’s complimented by the exceptional beauty of nature. TIX 

unites functional and aesthetic considerations by utilizing the highest quality materials to create 

a timeless and purposeful collection of tables, desks, benches and storage.
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EKKO by wolfgang c.r. mezger

With its fascinating architectural form and interesting mix of quality materials, the 

Ekko table collection brings a level of style and sophistication to conference rooms and 

personal office spaces alike. The crisp, clean lines and unapologetically simple aesthetics 

make a bold statement no matter the application. Shown with the Ginkgo Conference 

and Hue Storage (right).
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SPAN 

Span is a collection of benches and tables ranging in sizes including café, conference 

and bar that dare to push the limits of design and engineering. Its deceivingly slender, 

innovative construction allows for this impossibly thin yet incredibly sturdy series to 

succeed in any high traffic interior. Shown with the Codi Barstool (left).
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PRAT by the davis design team

Prat is an iconic reimagining of a classic table design. Serving a broad range of functions 

from benches and café tables to conference tables, Prat is available in a wide range 

of heights, widths and lengths. Prat’s unparalleled design is created with impeccable 

detailing and the highest manufacturing standards allowing it to be suitable for any high 

traffic environment. Shown with the Join Barstool and Hue Storage (right).
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Q6 TABLE by jonathan prestwich

Q6 provides a versatile collection of stylish and highly functional products ranging from 

tables to lounge pieces. Designed to support how people work, the Q6 Table collection 

includes three heights with a variety of shapes and sizes that support casual working 

within any modern interior. Shown with the Reed Chair (left) and the Q6 Lounge (below).
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LUCA by jehs+laub

Luca’s rounded base design creates a subtly modern aesthetic. Ideal for cafés, 

collaborative areas and small meeting spaces, Luca is available in a range of sizes 

including bar height to side tables with various top sizes and even more materials to 

choose from. Shown with the Ginkgo Ply Lounge (below) and the Ginkgo Chair and Hue 

Storage (right).
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MEZ by wolfgang c.r. mezger

Mez is a perfect balance of form and function. With its strong, architectural base, this boldly 

modern design ranges from petite café tables to expansive double base standing height tables. 

Mez features a wide selection of heights, sizes and shapes to truly adapt to any interior.  Shown 

with the A-Chair (left) and the Join Barstool (below).
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HUE by jehs+laub

With a clean and architectural aesthetic and a wide range of options, Hue provides a simple, 

modern solution for storage and space separation. Hue’s name references the vast range of 

colors and broad variety of finishes available within this collection. Hue’s robust offering includes 

lowboards, sideboards, highboards and wardrobes. Shown with the Hans Stool (right).
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TIX STORAGE by dante bonuccelli

The beauty of TIX lies in its reduced forms, timeless quality and natural finishes. This 

collection enhances the strength and vitality of nature with technological precision to 

produce an expansive offering of storage solutions. Details such as solid wood and solid 

aluminum panels make this architectural collection a striking addition to any interior. 
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MUSE BARSTOOL by jehs+laub

The Muse Barstool embodies effortless, modern style through flowing lines and a 

sculptural aesthetic. Its simple design centers on its stunning 3D veneer shell which 

rests on two distinct base options – natural solid wood or modern steel wire. The Muse 

collection also includes complementary lounge options. Shown with the Inform Table 

(below) and the Ginkgo Wire Table (right).
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GINKGO BARSTOOL by jehs+laub

The Ginkgo Barstool is an elegant yet durable addition to the Ginkgo family with an 

organic aesthetic that is both instantly recognizable and utterly unforgettable. The 

Ginkgo collection is trademarked by the complex curves, thin lines, and optimal 

strength of the bent plywood shell. Shown with the Span Table (left). 
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GINKGO WIRE BARSTOOL by jehs+laub

Surprisingly light in scale, this twist on a classic piece is uniquely flexible while 

maintaining a distinctly sculptural aesthetic. The Ginkgo Wire Barstool is ideal for indoor 

or outdoor environments – constructed of solid steel rods with a broad range of options 

to provide a splash of color or maintain a cool, neutral style. Shown with the Ginkgo Wire 

Chair (below) and Ginkgo Wire Table (below and right) and the Dots Coat Hooks (right).
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CODI BARSTOOL by archirivolto

Codi Barstool shines with versatility. This barstool joins the Codi Chair’s simple, flexible style 

through its wide variety of base options and a playful range of colors. Mix and match colors and 

materials for a customized aesthetic that adapts to any environment. Shown with the Prat Table 

(left).
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PLC BARSTOOL by PearsonLloyd

The PLC Barstool embodies the PLC Collection’s signature aesthetic, centered on 

solid oak construction and old world craftsmanship. The resulting series of barstools, 

chairs, lounges and tables conveys both warmth and comfort through its understated 

modernity. Shown with the Whisp Coat Rack and Span Table (right).
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JOIN BARSTOOL by wolfgang c.r. mezger

Join Barstool embodies fluidity. The soft curvature of its 3D veneer plywood shell 

mimics of the form of Join Chair, while the barstool adds a unique spire base to help 

create a new trademark for the series. Great for a variety of applications from high-end 

cafés and casual breakout spaces, Join Barstool is a timelessly modern addition to any 

interior. Shown with the Luca Table (left).
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TRE by jehs+laub

Tre uses molded plywood technology to create an extraordinary, sculptural piece. 

Featuring three separate and identical pieces, Tre’s geometric design converges at the 

center of the seat to unify this captivating structure. Tre is offered in a stool, counter 

height and barstool. Shown with the Q6 Table, Prat Table and Plane Coat Hooks (right).
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CIRCO by wolfgang c.r. mezger

Circo is characterized by a clean, minimal design, displaying a contemporary plastic 

shell on a solid beech wood base. Available in three neutral shades, the seat is optimally 

shaped for seating comfort. A simple chrome or powder coated footrest adds a refined 

touch, as it rounds out Circo’s alluring mix of materials. Circo is available in counter and 

bar height stools. Shown with the Span Table and Hue Storage (left).
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SACHET by jehs+laub

Sachet is a highly versatile family of armchairs designed to serve a multitude of 

applications. Combining finely tailored upholstery with a variety of base options, this 

multi-use chair presents a diversity of aesthetic options from sophisticated to casual. 

Fitting beautifully in offices, conference rooms and other shared spaces, Sachet 

presents comfort and style restructured. Shown with the Ginkgo Wire Table (right).
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TANGO by jehs+laub

Tango represents a spirited combination of contemporary forms and intricate detailing. 

Distinctly modern, this multi-use chair’s bent plywood back gently curves inward, creating a 

dynamic armrest. A variety of bases and upholstery treatments add to its aesthetic spectrum. 

From fun and relaxed to elegant and sophisticated, Tango’s animated silhouette is sure to make 

a statement, no matter the application. Shown with the Mez Table (left).
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ZEN by jehs+laub

Zen’s sophisticated and fluid form gives way to unparalleled refinement and beauty. The sleek 

cantilever base includes an option for stacking this stunning multi-use chair. Breathtaking from 

all angles, the Zen chair epitomizes the relationship of form and functionality. Shown with the 

TIX Conference (right). 
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RHOMBUS by markus dörner

Rhombus pairs solid wood detailing with unique geometric upholstery to create a distinctively 

stylish wood-base chair. Its intricate design details allow it to be extraordinarily versatile in a 

variety of interiors from casual to sophisticated. Shown with the PLC Table and Hue Storage 

(left).
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A-CHAIR by jehs+laub

An ideal multi-purpose chair, the A-Chair includes arm and armless versions featuring a plastic or 

wood veneer seat, resting on an aluminum or plastic base. Its stacking and ganging capabilities 

allow the design to excel in settings from individual to large assembly. This unique, durable 

chair continues to offer solutions for a broad range of applications, aesthetics and price points. 

Shown with the Modo Bench and Mez Table (right).
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REED by jehs+laub

Reed is a multi-use chair with a striking silhouette that proves how well opposites attract. Made of 

solid wood and plastic, this combination creates a beautiful marriage of natural materiality and 

clean design. With a beautiful shape, an intriguing mix of materials and an array of harmonious 

colors, Reed has the finishes to fit any interior. Shown with the Span Table and Hue Storage (left).
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GINKGO by jehs+laub

The Ginkgo Chair is an elegant yet durable chair with an organic aesthetic that is both instantly 

recognizable and utterly unforgettable. Ginkgo’s iconic silhouette is trademarked by the complex 

curves, thin lines and optimal strength of its bent plywood shell. The range of design choices for 

the Ginkgo Collection come together to create a large family of possibilities for a multitude of 

applications. Shown with the Luca Table (right).
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GINKGO PLASTIC by jehs+laub

Ginkgo Plastic takes the emblematic Ginkgo design and applies it to a contemporary, injection-

molded polypropylene chair. Available in a bold variety of color options, Ginkgo Plastic’s finishes 

can be mixed and matched to support a truly unique range of designs. This durable low-density 

stacking chair takes the Ginkgo Chair’s design and reframes it with a fresh perspective. Shown  

with the Ginkgo Wire Table and Barstool (left).
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GINKGO WIRE by jehs+laub

Surprisingly light in scale, this updated twist on a classic piece is uniquely flexible while 

maintaining Ginkgo’s distinctly sculptural aesthetic. Ginkgo Wire is constructed of solid steel 

rods, meticulously welded for a flawless finish. The Ginkgo Wire Collection broadens horizons 

with indoor and outdoor options for multi-use, lounge and bar seating plus a complementary 

family of tables ranging from occasional to bar height. Shown with Ginkgo Wire Tables (below 

and right).
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PLC by PearsonLloyd

The PLC Collection embodies simplicity at its finest by combining sleek, modern design with 

solid oak construction. The soft curved lines create a neutral aesthetic, making each piece 

perfectly at ease in both classic and contemporary interiors. The PLC Collection includes chairs, 

tables, lounge and barstools. Shown with the Prat Table (left). 
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CODI by archirivolto

Simple, flexible and stylish, Codi is the perfect chair for outfitting interiors where conversation 

and creativity are embraced. Available in a playful range of plastic shell colors with a multitude 

of base options, Codi can be bright and lively or muted and neutral. Codi’s wide offering includes 

an innovative felt shell, arm and armless plastic shells and even a barstool. Shown with the Luca 

Table (right).
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JOIN by wolfgang c.r. mezger

The Join chair fosters an aesthetic that is both ultramodern and unexpectedly retro. The 

beautiful 3D molded plywood veneer shell features a deeply contoured seat for supreme 

comfort. This flexible collection embodies a range of customizable options from base 

design to upholstery options and includes a complementary barstool. Shown with the 

Luca Table (left) and Join Barstool (left and below).
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COVA by jehs+laub

Cova is the exemplification of pure, luxurious comfort. Featuring large down cushions covering 

the interior of the chair, this lounge’s primary objective is combining supreme comfort with a 

visually appealing design. Cova’s enveloping nature provides a welcoming respite within any 

commercial or residential interior. Shown with the Helio Table and Hue Storage (below) and the 

Poise Table (right).
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GINKGO PLY LOUNGE by jehs+laub

Ginkgo Ply Lounge takes the natural aesthetic of the Ginkgo Collection and combines 

it with ideal seating comfort; bringing a relaxed feel with a sophisticated look to a 

variety of interiors. The sculptural back design is shaped to meet the users’ form while 

maintaining an elegantly thin profile. The Ginkgo Ply Lounge features low and high back 

seating options available with wood or fully-upholstered backs. The low back version 

adds a variety of base options which further the versatility of the collection.
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GINKGO LOUNGE by jehs+laub

Ginkgo Lounge reimagines the style of the original Ginkgo chair and centers on 

providing optimum comfort; bringing a casual feel with a sophisticated look. Ginkgo 

Lounge is offered in high and mid back heights and is further transformed through its 

three distinct base designs. Its wood base evokes a warm, natural aesthetic, while the 

wire base is minimal and modern. The four-prong base embodies a classic style with 

fixed, swivel or memory return options.
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MUSE LOUNGE by jehs+laub

Muse is a soft and sculptural lounge chair that projects modern elegance. This lounge 

piece features flowing lines and soft surfaces and is offered with three distinct base 

styles. The wood base fosters a natural aesthetic, highlighting the warmth of Muse’s 

design. The wire base is slender and minimal, adding a hint of contemporary lightness. 

The four-prong base gives Muse a classic touch, with fixed, swivel, or memory return 

options. Muse also features a corresponding barstool design.
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SOFT + SOFT PRIVACY by jehs+laub

Soft and Soft Privacy feature a sculptured, organic silhouette which embraces the 

body, and thus invites the user to relax into its form. Its generous seat, supportive back 

and tailored armrests combine to create a remarkably comfortable experience. Soft 

Privacy’s elevated back adds a measure of solitude and discretion to the modern office, 

making it an ideal supportive piece for times when individuals need to think, write, work 

or relax independently. Shown with the Q6 Table and Whisp Coat Rack (right). 
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A-LOUNGE by jehs+laub

The A-Lounge offers a clean, comfortable design with a well-tailored and precise aesthetic that 

adds an anchoring visual to any space. This compelling piece meets the A-Collection’s standard 

of sleek designs with a distinctively modern feeling. Shown with the TIX Storage (left) and the 

Nora Lounge and Nora Table (below).
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A-BENCH by jehs+laub

The classic, architectural aesthetic of the A-Collection is taken to a modular lounge level with 

the A-Bench. Eight simple components create endless opportunities for bench-style seating 

featuring “A’s” signature good design and clean lines. Designed as a working lounge with an 

18” seat height and an upright back, the A-Bench brings optimal functionality to lounging or 

working casually.  Shown with the Nora Table and A-Lounge (below) and the Lift Table (right).
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MODO by burkhard vogtherr

Simple and classic in design, the Modo Lounge embodies versatility through its low-

profile and quiet demeanor. Designed to be an anchor in any space without overpowering 

the interior, Modo is a comfortable seating option with beautiful proportions and great 

functionality. Shown with the Poise Table (below).
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Q5 by jonathan prestwich

Boasting an eye-catching geometric silhouette and an endless number of configurations, the Q5 

Collection features benches, ottomans and tables which transition effortlessly between intimate 

seating to large collaborative applications. Q5’s angular, low profile design features a trapezoid 

profile that adds architectural intrigue as well as enhanced functionality to any modern interior. 

Shown with the PLC Lounge Table and Plane Coat Hooks (below).
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Q6 by jonathan prestwich

The Q6 Collection is an all-inclusive line which addresses the need for different kinds of working 

spaces. This flexible design features all of the necessary components for a truly modern 

workplace with a beautiful and consistent design vocabulary. Comprised of a variety of modular 

seating and table options, Q6 provides a versatile line of stylish and highly functional pieces 

through its screened units, benches, sofas, ottomans and tables. Shown with the Tosca Table 

(left) and the Q6 Tables and Rho Ottoman (below).
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SIDE BY SIDE by dick spierenburg + karel boonzaijer

Side by Side brings a limitless list of opportunities in modular office seating. Characterized 

by the smooth curvature of the seat, the impossibly thin metal legs compliment the clean 

silhouette of this minimalist design. This low-profile seating collection also offers a high back 

series, perfect for defining areas within a public space or establishing private meeting hubs in 

an open-plan office. Shown with the Ginkgo Lounge, Inform Table and Match Table (below) and 

the Rho Ottoman and Lift Table (right).
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NORA by davis design team

Nora is a contemporary collection that blurs the lines between contract and residential design. 

This lounge, bench and table series blends the comforts of home with commercial durability and 

versatility. Tied together by simple forms, clean lines and consistent attention to subtle details, 

the Nora Collection appeals to a sense of timelessness while maintaining a modern edge.

Shown with the Hue Storage (below).
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WEDA by daniel wehrli

Weda is constructed by merging old world craftsmanship and modern technology. 

Precise mortise and tenon joints make up this distinctly linear bench with gentle, sloping 

angles. This contemporary design utilizes basic forms, the finest aesthetic standards 

and beautiful solid wood construction to create a piece which will last the test of time. 

Shown with Prat (right).
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LIFT by jehs+laub

Lift is a small yet mighty occasional table that makes an impression within a range of 

applications through its fresh design and adjustable height functionality. Whether in 

open offices, lounge or informal discussion areas, Lift has the flexibility to be specified 

anywhere. Shown with the Q6 Lounge (left) and the Q5 Lounge (below).



POISE by jehs+laub

Poise embodies minimalistic style with an architectural aesthetic. The laptop table adds 

an effective and functional addition to any environment. The occasional tables combine 

function and style flawlessly through a range of complementary heights and sizes that 

look beautiful nested together or standing alone. Shown with the A-Bench (below) and 

the Side by Side Lounge and Ginkgo Lounge (right).
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HANS by studio taschide

Hans indiscriminately harmonizes with any interior through its soft curves and exquisite 

detailing. Its solid wood construction allows it to succeed as both a table and a stool. 

Offered in a beautiful range of solid wood species and painted color options, Hans tells a 

unique story however you choose to apply it. Shown with the Nora Lounge (left).
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TOSCA by wolfgang c.r. mezger

Tosca’s organic style finds the perfect balance of soft curves and rugged materials. 

Available in a variation of three different heights and tabletop sizes, Tosca stands 

alone beautifully as a unique statement piece, while a grouping of three or more fit 

together perfectly. Shown with the Q6 Lounge (below) and the Side by Side Lounge 

(right).
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HELIO by jehs+laub

Helio’s minimalist design accents interiors with an architectural aesthetic and refined 

simplicity. The sleek design complements a variety of spaces and indiscriminately 

harmonizes with any interior. Helio features a wide variety of finishes with options for 

bright, muted or neutral tones. Shown with the Nora Lounge (left).
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NORA TABLES by davis design team

A universal design aesthetic allows Nora tables to function well in a range of applications 

and environments. Blending the comforts of home with commercial durability and 

versatility, Nora tables feature a minimalistic design, which opens the door to a range 

of material and finish options like marble, glass, solid wood and durable soft-touch 

Fenix laminates. Shown with Nora Lounge (right).
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STEM by jonathan prestwich

Stem’s clean lines are reflected in its slender top and eye-catching geometric base design. 

Seemingly different from every angle, Stem’s unique base adds an enticing charm and visual 

intrigue to any interior. This occasional table’s tops are available in a wide range of veneers to 

help create a variety of aesthetic choices, but its the acrylic top that maintains Stem’s artistic 

design while adding a highly durable option. Shown with the Side by Side Lounge (left).
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VALET by wolfgang c.r. mezger

Valet tables offer an innovative solution to occasional table applications. A study in 

transformative design, Valet features a unique veneer, melamine or acrylic tops supported 

by a simple metal base. Valet’s tray-like tops are available in various sizes and in round and 

trilobe shapes. Top can be specified to either be fixed or removable, allowing the user the option 

to detach it and utilize it simply as a tray when needed. This clean, modern design evokes a 

residential feel, bringing warmth to corporate and hospitality interiors. Individual trays are also 

available. Shown with the Soft Lounge (right).
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DOTS by apartment 8

Multi-dimensional, graphic and unmistakably modern, Dots bring visual interest and much-

needed functionality to a variety of interiors. Available in solid wood or painted, Dots can blend 

in through its neutral tones or add a pop of color.  
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KOPA by dante bonuccelli

Kopa combines modern elegance with high functionality. This striking metal coat hook’s polished 

concave face creates a compelling accent to any wall. Available in pairs, designers can choose to 

group them together or use them singularly to create designs that embody classic good looks 

while adding a radiant twist.
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LUX by christian hoisl

Lux is a chic and sophisticated accessory created through a combination of delicate lines and 

strong engineering. The polished chrome double wall hook is visually intriguing with an elegantly 

eye-catching style. The nature of the design increases the functionality and usefulness of Lux by 

providing two hooks in one.
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LINE by apartment 8

Line, a wall-mounted hanging storage element, streamlines form while maintaining function. 

With its slim profile and discreet hanging bar, Line adds unobtrusive utility along with high-

impact visual interest. Available in solid wood or painted finishes, this simple design serves as a 

design installation just as much as a coat rack. 
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FLIP by f/p design

Flip serves many purposes without sacrificing aesthetics. Use this contemporary solution, as 

an umbrella stand to minimize clutter or rotate it upside down to use Flip as a small side table. 

Available in circular or square options, this intriguing design celebrates classic architectural 

design while upholding functionality as its fundamental goal. Shown with the Modo Bench (left).
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BITS by walter zwick

Bits brings a straightforward style with utilitarian grace. Minimal yet effective, this solid steel 

design features two distinct triangular notches that not only elevate Bits’ design aesthetic but 

also provide the perfect place for its optional coat hangers. Bits is available in chrome or powder 

coated finishes allowing this small yet mighty coat hook to find itself at home in any interior. 
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CR3 by wolfgang c.r. mezger

More than a mere coat rack, CR3 is an architectural eye-catcher with its striking lines and 

gleaming metal façade. Its trio of solid steel bars gracefully join together before they split again 

to form this sculptural coat hook. Small notches at the top of each bar allow for a resting place 

for the optional coat hangers, while small rods at the center give additional space for placing 

smaller items. 
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LEAF by 08|16 quergedacht

Leaf coat hooks add a fun, fresh addition to any space through their simple, yet animated 

aesthetic. These delicate yet strong wood knobs excel in functionality while they simultaneously 

hold up to the highest design appeal. Leaf’s round face draws the eye through its bold colors or 

copper, silver and gold metallic leaf options.
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WHISP by mikko laakkonen

Inspired by nature, Whisp is a playful coat rack and space divider constructed of welded steel 

rods. When arranged in groups, this stylish accessory not only resembles a grouping of trees 

but also creates a one-of-a-kind way to divide space. Otherwise when used singularly, it stands 

as a beautiful sculpture that also provides an intuitive option to hang coats and bags. The Whisp 

series consists of floor and wall-mounted units which are available in a variety of powder coats. 
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PLANE by gino carollo

Plane is a handsome accessory that streamlines both form and function. This coat hook 

combines a simple yet bold rectangular solid ash form with a discreet stainless steel hook. 

Available in bold painted colors or natural ash, this striking wall accessory adds a sense of 

unique style to a variety of interiors from commercial and residential to even hospitality. 
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MATCH by jehs+laub

Match’s modern, architectural volume was created through a study in solids and voids. The 

negative spaces in Match’s design not only provide visual intrigue but ultimately become areas 

for storage. The opportunities with this conceptual design are endless. Match easily transforms 

into an end table, additional desk storage or an organizational tool. No matter how it is used, this 

sleek and functional piece will stand out in design and purpose. Shown with the Prat Table (left) 

and the Ginkgo Wire Chair (below).
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ZINOX by walter zwick

Zinox proves that there is elegance in the understated. This slim chrome design features a trio 

of metal rods in varying lengths that soar straight up from its flat, circular base. Each rod makes 

a 90-degree outward turn to form a surface with three curved notches along the top of each 

rod allowing users to store multiple hangers or items on each side. Shown with the Prat Bench 

(right).
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STICKS by michael schwebius

Sticks is comprised of varying lengths of faceted wood beams, seemingly suspended in time and 

motion. Each beam features an angled inward cut notch just below the top, which creates a hook 

for coats, hangers and more. Constructed of solid wood, Sticks makes the perfect addition to 

entryways and personal offices alike. Shown with the PLC Barstool and Prat Table (left).
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